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ABSTRACT
Background Malignant small bowel obstructions 
(MSBOs) are one of the most challenging problems 
surgeons encounter, and evidence- based treatment 
recommendations are lacking. We hypothesized that 
current opinions on MSBO management differ between 
acute care surgeons (ACSs) and surgical oncologists 
(SOs).
Methods We developed three case scenarios 
describing patients with previously treated cancer who 
developed an MSBO. Each case had five to six alternate 
scenarios, intended to capture the heterogeneity of 
MSBO presentations. Members of the Society of Surgical 
Oncology, the American Society of Peritoneal Surface 
Malignancies, and the Eastern Association for the 
Surgery of Trauma were asked how likely they would be 
to offer surgical treatment in each scenario. Responses 
were analyzed for factors associated with the likelihood 
surgeons would offer surgical management.
Results 316 surgeons completed the survey: 119 
(37.7%) SOs and 197 (62.3%) ACSs. Overall, SOs 
were nearly twice as likely as ACSs to recommend 
surgical management. The largest differences between 
provider groups were seen in patients with an 
increased metastatic burden. In a patient with MSBO 
with metastatic colon cancer, both SOs (95.8%) and 
ACSs (94.4%) were likely or very likely to offer an 
operation (p=0.587); however, this fell to 91.6% and 
77.7%, respectively, when this patient had multiple 
hepatic metastases (p=0.001). All surgeons were less 
likely to offer surgery to patients with multiple sites of 
obstruction, recurrent MSBO, and shorter disease- free 
intervals.
Discussion Opinions on MSBO management 
differ based on surgeon training and experience. 
Multidisciplinary management of patients with MSBO 
should be offered when available and increased 
emphasis placed on determining optimal management 
guidelines across specialties.
Level of evidence Level IV Epidemiologic.

INTRODUCTION
Malignant small bowel obstructions (MSBOs), 
occurring in up to 15% of patients with cancer, 
are one of the most complex challenges faced by 
surgeons and their patients.1 2 This often represents 
a terminal event for oncology patients and no high- 
quality evidence exists to help surgeons determine 
an optimal therapeutic approach.3 Surgical inter-
vention, whether lysis of adhesions, segmental 
bowel resection with or without reanastomosis, 

diversion with either an ostomy or venting drain, 
or surgical bypass is often high risk. When patients 
have disseminated cancer as the source of their 
MSBO, 30- day mortality ranges from 0% to 32% 
and morbidity 22% to 87%.4 Even with successful 
initial management, recurrent obstruction (6% to 
47%), repeat operations (2% to 15%), and readmis-
sion rates (38% to 74%) are high.5 Patients without 
disseminated cancer who present with MSBO have 
much more favorable outcomes after surgery.6

The wide range of outcomes after surgery 
demonstrates the challenge behind decision- making 
for these patients. MSBO presents in many different 
ways and the heterogeneous nature of this disease 
makes study of the problem difficult. The cause 
of the obstruction can be related to disseminated 
disease, a single metastatic lesion, or adhesions, 
and distinguishing between these etiologies preop-
eratively is not always possible. With multiple 
different therapeutic options for management of 
MSBO, including endoscopic, medical, surgical, 
and palliative care approaches, determining which 
patients would benefit most from surgery is crit-
ical.7 Certain clinical factors, such as dependent 
functional status, older age, presence of ascites, and 
preoperative nutritional status are associated with 
poorer surgical outcomes and can therefore be used 
to help guide decision- making.4 8 9 The effects of 
other clinical factors on surgical outcomes, such as 
the type of malignancy, extent of metastatic disease, 
and patient response to systemic treatment, are less 
well studied.

Depending on the clinical setting, MSBO is 
managed by general surgeons and/or different 
subspecialists, including acute care surgeons, 
colorectal surgeons, and surgical oncologists. 
Evidence on differences in management among 
these different groups of specialists is lacking. We 
predicted that surgical decision- making for patients 
with MSBO is influenced by surgeon clinical 
training and current practice setting. We surveyed 
acute care and surgical oncology- trained surgeons 
across the USA to better understand surgeon opin-
ions on operative management of MSBO and to 
determine whether trends in management based on 
surgeon factors exist.

METHODS
Survey development and distribution
This study is a cross- sectional analysis of surgeon 
opinions on decision- making and treatment of 
patients with MSBO. We developed a survey 
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consisting of a series of demographic questions and three case 
scenarios (online supplemental file 1). Demographics included 
surgeon age, gender, fellowship training, experience, and current 
practice setting. Surgeons self- reported their current location (by 
region), rurality (self- described), and practice type (academic vs 
private).

Each case scenario described a patient with previously treated 
cancer who subsequently developed a bowel obstruction. All 
cases described patients that have a complete obstruction that 
will not resolve without surgery. All patients had no signs of 
peritonitis or other indications that they need an emergent oper-
ation. The patients in all cases are not of advanced age (45, 50, 
and 62 years), healthy other than their malignancy, and with 
good functional status. Preoperative functional status, older age, 
medical comorbidities, and an emergent indication for surgery 
have all been previously associated with worse outcomes after 
surgery.6 9 These factors were intentionally excluded from cases 
to allow survey respondents to focus on the clinical pathological 
findings, not individual patient factors.

After presenting each case, surgeons were asked how likely 
they would be to offer this hypothetical patient an opera-
tion using a 5- point Likert scale (1: very unlikely, 2: unlikely, 
3: unsure, 4: likely, and 5: very likely). A component of each 
base scenario was then altered to reflect a change in the type of 
primary malignancy, the extent of metastatic disease, the length 
of the disease- free interval, the presence of ascites, or whether 
this was the patient’s first or second episode of obstruction. For 
each change in the base scenario (five to six per case), surgeons 
were asked how likely they would be to offer this hypothetical 
patient an operation. All cases were created with assistance from 
experts in surgical oncology and acute care surgery, and all cases 
were pilot tested with a group of surgical oncologists and acute 
care surgeons and subsequently adjusted based on participant 
feedback.

We distributed the survey via email to the memberships of 
the Eastern Association for the Surgery of Trauma, the Society 
of Surgical Oncology, and the American Society of Perito-
neal Surface Malignancies. All currently practicing, US- based, 
attending surgeon members of these society email registries were 
included and asked to participate on two occasions. Surgeons 
participated by completing the survey on REDCap. Surgeons 
were excluded if they failed to complete the entirety of the first 
case. If surgeons did not complete the second or third case, the 
information provided from the first case was included. We did 
not perform data imputation for missing data. We compared 
demographic data of respondents who completed the full survey 
and those who did not complete certain cases and identified no 
significant differences, decreasing the concern for non- response 
bias. Surgeons with a current practice in general surgery, trauma, 
acute care surgery, and/or critical care were classified as acute 
care surgeons. Similarly, surgeons who reported training in any 
particular area of surgical oncology, including the treatment of 
peritoneal surface malignancies, were classified as surgical oncol-
ogists. Current surgical practices were categorized similarly.

Data analysis
Demographic characteristics of surgeons and their practices 
were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Comparison of acute 
care surgeons and surgical oncologists was performed using 
the Χ2 test. Individual case scenario responses were assessed by 
dichotomizing responses to surgeons likely to offer the patient 
an operation (defined as the percentage of surgeons who selected 
they were ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to offer an operation for the 

particular case scenario) and those that were ‘unsure,’ ‘unlikely,’ 
or ‘very unlikely’ to offer an operation. The means and SDs of 
individual case scenarios were also calculated. Although ordinal 
in nature, a Likert scale can be analyzed as interval- level data.10 
Mean scores and percentages were calculated for individual 
scenarios, across each case, and across all cases combined. For 
analysis based on the average response to all scenarios, only the 
responses of surgeons who completed all survey questions were 
included.

Univariable analysis, using the Χ2 test, was performed to assess 
which surgeon factors were predictive of an increased likelihood 
of a surgeon offering the patient an operation in each scenario. 
Results were considered statistically significant if the two- tailed 
p values were <0.05. Multivariable analysis was performed 
using a Poisson regression model. This model was selected as 
it provides rate ratios as the measure of association, which are 
easier to interpret than ORs.11 All variables with a p value of 
<0.20 on univariable analysis were included in these models. 
‘Fellowship training’ was excluded from multivariable analysis, 
as this variable is a confounder with the variable ‘current surgical 
practice,’ and inclusion of both would cause an overadjustment 
erroneously decreasing the effect size between surgeon factors 
and the likelihood of offering a patient an operation.12 Finally, 
we used marginal standardization to demonstrate the adjusted 
likelihood that surgeons would offer patients an operation in 
each of the three cases.13

Although multiple scenarios across the three cases had similar 
variables (extent of metastatic disease burden, type of malig-
nancy, etc), the heterogeneous nature of the cases prevented 
direct comparison of these case factors. Responses to individual 
scenarios are shown with univariable comparison between 
surgical oncologists and acute care surgeons. The effect of overar-
ching themes between cases, such as presence of ascites or extent 
of metastatic disease, could not be directly compared because of 
the heterogeneity between each scenario. Instead, overall trends 
are discussed. All statistical analyses were performed using Stata 
V.15.1 (Stata Corp, College Station, Texas, USA).

RESULTS
The survey was sent to a total of 3006 potential participants, 
379 (12.6%) of whom completed at least a portion of the survey. 
Sixty- three participants only completed the demographic portion 
of the survey and were therefore excluded. Of the remaining 316 
participants, the median age was 45 years and 75% were male. 
Approximately half of the participants were fellowship trained 
in trauma, critical care, and/or acute care surgery and another 
third had surgical oncology fellowship training (table 1). As a 
group, acute care surgeons were significantly younger and had 
fewer years of clinical experience than surgical oncologists. Of 
acute care surgeons, 145 (73.6%) practiced both trauma and 
acute care surgery, 31 (15.7%) practiced acute care surgery alone 
and 4 (2.0%) practiced trauma surgery alone. Half of the partic-
ipants had <10 years of postgraduate work experience, whereas 
72 (22.8%) had been in practice for at least 20 years. Most 
participants were from academic practices and most practiced in 
urban settings. Participants practiced in all regions of the USA.

For individual cases, surgeon gender, practice location, prac-
tice type (academic vs private), and practice rurality had no 
significant effect on the patient’s likelihood of being offered 
an operation (table 2). Averaging results across all cases, multi-
variable analysis showed that surgeons with more than 25 years 
in practice were more likely to offer operations for MBO than 
most other surgeons (table 3). This analysis, which differs from 
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the analysis of individual cases, also showed that surgeons in 
rural settings were more likely to offer patients operations. The 
surgeon factor that most consistently altered the likelihood a 
respondent would offer an operation was surgeon specialty.

Across all cases, surgical oncologists were more likely to offer 
patients an operation than acute care surgeons (86.6% vs 74.1% 
for case 1, p=0.009; 50.9% vs 38.2% for case 2, p=0.034; 
and 59.5% vs 40.1% for case 3, p=0.002). After adjustment 
for other surgeon factors with predictive value for each case, 
this difference in surgical decision- making remained (figure 1). 
Similar results were found whether surgeon specialty was defined 
by their fellowship training or their current practice. Decision- 
making of surgeons specializing in the treatment of peritoneal 
surface malignancies was similar to that of other surgical oncol-
ogists across all cases. On multivariable analysis, across all cases, 
acute care surgeons responded that they would be likely or very 
likely to offer patients an operation 0.61 times as frequently as 
surgical oncologists (p<0.001) (table 3).

An increased burden of metastatic disease had a larger impact 
on decision- making for acute care surgeons than surgical oncol-
ogists. Presence of hepatic metastases did not change decision- 
making for most surgical oncologists for the patient with colon 
adenocarcinoma (95.80% for the base scenario vs 91.60% with 

multiple hepatic metastases) or carcinoid tumor (90.99% for the 
base scenario vs 87.39% with hepatic metastases) (table 4). This 
had a much larger effect on the decisions of acute care surgeons, 
with larger decreases in the percent of surgeons likely to offer an 
operation to the patient with colon adenocarcinoma (94.42% for 
the base scenario vs 77.66% with multiple hepatic metastases) 
or carcinoid tumor (79.01% for the base scenario vs 66.67% 
with hepatic metastases). The likelihood of offering an opera-
tion was significantly different between specialty groups in the 
base case with carcinoid tumor (p=0.008) and both cases with 
hepatic metastases (colon, p=0.001 and carcinoid, p<0.001). 
Surgical oncologists and acute care surgeons also differed on 
management of patients with MSBO in the presence of pulmo-
nary (84.87% vs 63.96%, p<0.001) and omental (78.15% vs 
55.33%, p<0.001) metastases from colon adenocarcinoma. The 
presence of mild ascites in the patient with ovarian epithelial 
carcinoma led to a similar decrease in the number of respondents 
likely or very likely to operate for surgical oncologists (16.07%) 
and acute care surgeons (17.98%), although approximately 25% 
more surgical oncologists than acute care surgeons were willing 
to offer an operation in both scenarios.

All respondents were less likely to offer operations to patients 
with metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma (46.84%) and 

Table 1 Characteristics of the surgeon respondents and their current practices, reported as n (%)

Variable Category All participants n (%) Acute care surgeons (n=197) Surgical oncologists (n=119) P value

Age, years (median, 
IQR)

  45 (39–53) 43 (38–52) 48 (42–57) <0.01

Gender Female 78 (24.7) 54 (27.4) 24 (20.2) 0.25

  Male 237 (75.0) 142 (72.1) 95 (79.8)

  Other 1 (0.3) 1 (0.5) 0

Fellowship training None 26 (8.2) 22 (11.2) 4 (3.4) <0.01

  Surgical oncology 107 (33.9) 3 (1.5) 104 (87.4)

  Trauma/acute care 171 (54.1) 170 (86.3) 1 (0.8)

  Other 12 (3.8) 2 (1.0) 10 (8.4)

Current practice Surgical oncology 97 (30.7) – 97 (81.5) –

  Trauma and/or acute care 197 (62.3) 197 (100) –

  Peritoneal surface malignancy 22 (7.0) – 22 (18.5)

Years in practice <5 83 (26.3) 64 (32.5) 19 (16.0) <0.01

  5–10 79 (25.0) 52 (26,4) 27 (22.7)

  11–15 42 (13.3) 19 (9.6) 23 (19.3)

  16–20 40 (12.7) 24 (12.2) 16 (13.5)

  21–25 32 (10.1) 18 (9.1) 14 (11.8)

  >25 40 (12.7) 20 (10.2) 20 (16.8)

Type of practice Academic 187 (59.2) 102 (51.8) 85 (71.4) <0.01

  Private 50 (15.8) 37 (18.8) 13 (10.9)

  Both private and academic 64 (20.3) 47 (23.9) 17 (14.3)

  Other 15 (4.8) 11 (5.6) 4 (3.4)

Location Northeast 71 (22.5) 37 (18.8) 34 (28.6) 0.07

  Southeast 85 (26.9) 48 (24.4) 37 (31.1)

  Midwest 80 (25.3) 56 (28.4) 24 (20.2)

  Southern 24 (7.6) 15 (7.6) 9 (7.6)

  Mountain West 25 (7.9) 20 (10.2) 5 (4.2)

  Pacific 31 (9.8) 21 (10.7) 10 (8.4)

Rurality Urban 188 (59.5) 113 (57.4) 75 (63.0) 0.28

  Suburban 89 (28.2) 57 (28.9) 32 (26.9)

  Rural 32 (10.1) 24 (12.2) 8 (6.7)

  Other 7 (2.2) 3 (1.5) 4 (3.4)
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ovarian epithelial carcinoma (74.48%) than colon adenocarci-
noma (94.94%) or carcinoid tumor (83.88%) (table 4). Surgical 
oncologists were significantly more likely to operate in the case 
scenario of a patient with obstruction secondary to metastatic 
melanoma (87.5% vs 64.04%, p<0.001). The cases in which all 
respondents were least likely to offer an operation were those 
with multiple areas of obstruction (24.48% for ovarian epithe-
lial carcinoma and 32.60% for carcinoid tumor) and cases in 
which the MSBO represented a second episode of obstruction 
(24.48% for ovarian epithelial carcinoma and 44.69% for carci-
noid tumor).

DISCUSSION
This study confirmed that management of MSBO is highly 
complex and the decision to offer surgical intervention is dictated 
by both clinical factors and surgeon factors. The case scenarios 
created displayed the heterogeneity of this disease process, with 
a wide variation in responses. For all 17 scenarios, there were 
surgeons who said they would be ‘very likely’ and ‘very unlikely’ 
to offer patients an operation. The percentage of surgeons who 
said they would be ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to offer an opera-
tion in each scenario ranged from 22.76% to 94.94%. We also 

identified surgeon factors that strongly influenced the likelihood 
a patient will be offered surgical treatment. Across all cases, 
surgical oncologists were more likely to offer surgery to patients 
with MSBO than acute care surgeons. Although this study is 
based on theoretical patients, and actual patient outcomes with 
or without an operation are unknowable, this difference in opin-
ions on surgical management of MSBO between specialists points 
to a difference in practice patterns affecting these patients. This 
is the first study to identify the importance of surgeon factors in 
treatment decisions for MSBO.

Prior studies have identified clinical factors that influence 
outcomes, and therefore decision- making, for patients with 
MSBO. Age, preoperative nutritional and functional status, 
low albumin levels, emergent nature of the operation, and the 
presence of malignant ascites are factors that affect clinical 
outcomes.4 6–9 14 In one study of patients with disseminated cancer 
undergoing emergency surgery, patients with a perforation had 
a 30- day mortality rate of 34% and morbidity rate of 67%.8 In 
the same study, patients undergoing surgery for an obstruction 
had an 18% 30- day mortality rate and morbidity rate of 41%. 
Evidence of peritoneal carcinomatosis is also an independent risk 
factor for surgical complications.15 We identified that surgeons 

Table 2 Univariable analysis of factors predictive of participants selecting they would be ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to offer an operation to the patient 
in each case

  
  

Case 1 (n=316) Case 2 (n=290) Case 3 (n=273)

Likely P value Likely P value Likely P value

Gender

  Female 57 (73.1) 0.324 29 (41.4) 0.525 28 (42.4) 0.351

  Male 191 (80.6)   95 (43.4)   102 (49.5)   

Fellowship training

  Surgical oncology 94 (87.9) 0.002 52 (51.5) 0.022 61 (61.0) 0.002

  Trauma/acute care 124 (72.5)   57 (37.0)   57 (40.4)   

Current practice

  Surgical oncology 103 (86.6) 0.009 57 (50.9) 0.034 66 (59.5) 0.002

  Trauma/acute care 146 (74.1)   68 (38.2)   65 (40.1)   

Years in practice

  <5 61 (73.5) 0.068 20 (28.6) 0.040 25 (38.5) 0.228

  5–10 58 (73.4)   30 (40.0)   34 (47.2)   

  11–15 32 (76.2)   21 (55.3)   19 (54.3)   

  16–20 34 (85.0)   18 (46.2)   17 (44.7)   

  21–25 26 (81.3)   15 (50.0)   14 (48.3)   

  >25 38 (95.0)   21 (55.3)   22 (64.7)   

Type of practice

  Academic 151 (80.8) 0.458 76 (44.2) 0.924 79 (47.9) 0.775

  Private 38 (76.0)   20 (40.8)   20 (45.5)   

Location

  Northeast 61 (85.9) 0.051 34 (54.0) 0.094 30 (51.7) 0.416

  Southeast 70 (82.4)   34 (44.2)   36 (49.3)   

  Midwest 64 (80.0)   35 (46.7)   37 (52.8)   

  Southern 14 (58.3)   7 (31.8)   7 (33.3)   

  Mountain West 17 (68.0)   6 (26.1)   11 (50.0)   

  Pacific 23 (74.2)   9 (30.0)   10 (34.5)   

Rurality

  Urban 144 (76.6) 0.461 68 (38.9) 0.103 78 (47.6) 0.478

  Suburban 74 (83.2)   39 (48.8)   36 (46.8)   

  Rural 25 (78.1)   16 (57.1)   15 (60.0)   

Individual cases were analyzed separately. Participant selections were averaged across all scenarios within each case.
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were also less likely to operate on patients with multiple sites of 
obstruction, recurrent MSBO, and shorter disease- free intervals 
from their initial surgical treatment. In future studies of patients 

with MSBO, these factors should be assessed for their effect on 
clinical outcomes.

Fear of surgical morbidity and mortality are not the only 
reason surgeons choose not to offer patients operative interven-
tion for MSBO. Although MSBO is often considered a terminal 
event regardless of treatment, some population- based studies 
have shown improved survival for patients managed surgically 
compared with those managed medically.16 17 Concerns over 
limited quality of life after surgery are also important. The 
quality of life for patients with MSBO post- surgery is largely 
unstudied and when it has been studied, the tools used are unval-
idated.7 A 2016 Cochrane review of MSBO identified no data 
on quality- of- life scores.4 The ability of patients to tolerate oral 
intake after surgery, time spent out of the hospital, and discharge 
to home have all been used as surrogate quality- of- life metrics. 
A systematic review noted that 45% to 75% of patients are able 
to resume an oral diet, 34% to 87% of patients are discharged 
home, and 11% to 61% of patient’s remaining days alive are 
spent in the hospital after surgery.5 Baddeley et al are under-
taking a study to identify a core set of outcomes to measure 

Table 3 Univariable and multivariable analysis of factors predictive of participants selecting they would be ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to offer an 
operation to the patient in each case; participant selections were averaged across all scenarios across all cases

  
  

Univariable Multivariable*

n (%) P value Incidence rate ratio (95% CI) P value

Gender

  Female 30 (45.5) 0.241

  Male 114 (55.3)     

Fellowship training

  Surgical oncology 73 (73.0) <0.001 Excluded†

  Trauma/acute care 55 (39.0)     

Current practice

  Surgical oncology 78 (70.3) <0.001 Reference –

  Trauma/acute care 67 (41.4)   0.61 (0.49 to 0.76) <0.001

Years in practice

  <5 27 (41.5) 0.001 0.66 (0.47 to 0.91) 0.011

  5–10 32 (44.4)   0.65 (0.48 to 0.89) 0.008

  11–15 25 (71.4)   0.90 (0.68 to 1.19) 0.462

  16–20 17 (44.7)   0.61 (0.42 to 0.88) 0.009

  21–25 17 (58.6)   0.78 (0.56 to 1.09) 0.150

  >25 27 (79.4)   Reference –

Type of practice

  Academic 87 (52.7) 0.452

  Private 26 (59.1)     

Location

  Northeast 38 (65.5) 0.101 Reference –

  Southeast 39 (53.4)   0.93 (0.70 to 1.22) 0.586

  Midwest 39 (55.7)   1.02 (0.79 to 1.32) 0.880

  Southern 7 (33.3)   0.59 (0.32 to 1.08) 0.087

  Mountain West 10 (45.5)   1.06 (0.66 to 1.71) 0.818

  Pacific 12 (41.4)   0.79 (0.51 to 1.23) 0.301

Rurality

  Urban 77 (47.0) 0.017 Reference –

  Suburban 49 (63.6)   1.34 (1.06 to 1.70) 0.014

  Rural 17 (68.0)   1.56 (1.14 to 2.13) 0.006

*All variables with p<0.20 on univariable analysis included in multivariable analysis.
†Fellowship training excluded from multivariable analysis as this variable is confounding with the variable describing current practice.

Figure 1 Adjusted rates of participants selecting they would be ‘likely’ 
or ‘very likely’ to offer an operation to the patient in each case, by 
surgeon specialty. ACS, acute care surgeon; SO, surgical oncologist.
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outcomes, including quality- of- life outcomes, for patients with 
MSBO.18 This information will help to study quality- of- life 
metrics in future research.

The heterogeneity of MSBO presentations has made this 
disease challenging to study. The wide range of clinical and 
quality- of- life outcomes above demonstrates the wide range of 
expectations after surgery for patients with MSBO. A current 
multicenter randomized trial to compare outcomes for patients 
with MSBO undergoing surgical and non- surgical management 
is ongoing.19 Randomization has been challenging, secondary to 
the wide range of patient factors in individual cases and clinician 
bias towards certain management.20 This study demonstrates the 
broad range of opinions and the clinical factors that contribute 
to differences in opinions. The heterogeneity of presented cases 
strengthens the findings of this study by reflecting an accu-
rate depiction of this disease and the subsequent differences in 
management.

This study must be interpreted in the context of several limita-
tions. First, this study is limited by the theoretical nature of these 
cases. Outcomes with either surgical or non- surgical manage-
ment are unknowable. Current national practice patterns are not 
based on strong evidence at this time, so the responses in this 
study allow for an estimation of actual practice patterns. Future 
research should analyze a deeper understanding of the rationale 
behind surgeon choices. Second, this study is limited in scope by 
only asking participants whether an operation should be offered 
or not. This was done to limit the length of the survey and 
improve response rates, but in- depth qualitative research on this 
topic would be valuable. Third, the response rate to the survey 
was low. This is not uncommon in surveys sent to large email list 
serves. Providers more interested in this topic were likely more 

responsive to the survey request. Although these providers prob-
ably treat MBO more frequently than those who did not respond, 
there is some degree of selection bias. Finally, we did not survey 
a large cohort of general surgeons or colorectal surgeons, groups 
that sometimes manage these patients in some settings. Opinions 
of these other groups would be important to understand a more 
comprehensive view of this problem.

CONCLUSIONS
We identified wide variation in surgeon opinions towards treat-
ment of patients with MSBO. Multiple clinical factors previously 
not well studied, including the number of sites of obstruction, 
recurrent MSBO, and disease- free intervals, impact surgeon 
decision- making when deciding on whether to offer surgical 
interventions. In addition, surgeon training and experience 
have a strong influence on the care a patient will be offered. 
As surgeons from many different subspecialties care for these 
patients, acute care surgery and surgical oncology training 
should have a greater emphasis on MSBO, an area of crossover 
between the two specialties. When possible, multidisciplinary 
teams consisting of experts in both oncology and acute surgical 
presentations should be involved in decision- making for patients 
with MSBO. Future research should focus on determining 
whether outcomes, both clinical and quality- of- life outcomes, 
differ between patients treated by surgical oncologists and acute 
care surgeons.
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Table 4 Responses to individual case scenarios by practice type

Total Surgical oncologists Acute care surgeons P value

Case 1: a 50- year- old man with colon cancer 36 months from resection and adjuvant chemotherapy with a single point of obstruction in the terminal ileum. He has a single, 3 cm 
metastatic lesion in his liver, but no other metastatic disease.

  Base scenario 94.94 (4.70±0.64) 95.80 (4.83±0.48) 94.42 (4.62±0.71) 0.587

  Multiple hepatic metastases 82.91 (4.16±0.97) 91.60 (4.48±0.72) 77.66 (3.97±1.04) 0.001

  Pulmonary metastases 71.84 (3.87±1.16) 84.87 (4.31±0.83) 63.96 (3.60±1.24) <0.001

  Shorter disease- free interval 86.08 (4.29±0.84) 87.39 (4.39±0.78) 85.28 (4.23±0.87) 0.599

  Omental metastases 63.92 (3.68±1.11) 78.15 (4.05±0.95) 55.33 (3.46±1.15) <0.001

  Pancreatic adenocarcinoma 46.84 (3.22±1.24) 47.06 (3.24±1.22) 46.70 (3.22±1.26) 0.951

Case 2: a 45- year- old woman with epithelial ovarian cancer 36 months from optimal debulking and adjuvant chemotherapy with a single point of obstruction in the small bowel 
from carcinomatosis. She has three peritoneal implants, but no other metastatic disease.

  Base scenario 74.48 (3.97±1.12) 90.18 (4.29±0.86) 64.61 (3.60±1.19) <0.001

  Ascites present 57.24 (3.41±1.19) 74.11 (3.81±1.04) 46.63 (3.16±1.21) <0.001

  Multiple areas of obstruction 22.76 (2.54±1.17) 26.79 (2.65±1.13) 20.22 (2.48±1.18) 0.194

  2nd episode of obstruction 24.48 (2.63±1.14) 25.00 (2.63±1.07) 24.16 (2.65±1.18) 0.871

  Shorter disease- free interval 47.59 (3.24±1.13) 50.00 (3.29±1.03) 46.07 (3.22±1.18) 0.514

  Melanoma 73.10 (3.88±1.15) 87.50 (4.27±0.99) 64.04 (3.63±1.19) <0.001

Case 3: a 62- year- old woman with a carcinoid tumor 48 months from resection of an isolated mesenteric mass with a single point of obstruction in the jejunum from an 
unresectable central mesenteric mass.

  Base scenario 83.88 (4.21±0.93) 90.99 (4.50±0.74) 79.01 (4.01±0.99) 0.008

  Stable hepatic metastases 75.09 (3.94±1.00) 87.39 (4.33±0.81) 66.67 (3.67±1.03) <0.001

  2nd episode of obstruction 44.69 (3.22±1.11) 54.95 (3.41±1.03) 37.65 (3.08±1.15) 0.005

  Shorter disease- free interval 32.97 (2.82±1.23) 36.94 (2.91±1.25) 30.25 (2.76±1.21) 0.248

  Multiple areas of obstruction 32.60 (2.90±1.15) 39.64 (3.09±1.12) 27.78 (2.78±1.15) 0.04

All patients were described as being otherwise healthy with good functional status. Patients had no signs of peritonitis or other indications for emergent surgery, although 
participants were informed that the obstruction would not resolve with conservative management. Responses reported as percent responding ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’ to offer an 
operation (mean response on the 5- point Likert scale±SD). Full case scenarios are shown in online supplemental file 1.
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A 50 year old male with a right-sided colon cancer underwent treatment with right hemicolectomy.  

Final pathology revealed 2/15 positive lymph nodes.  He received adjuvant FOLFOX therapy following 

resection.  He is not currently undergoing therapy.  He now presents with a complete small bowel 

obstruction, nearly 3 years following resection.  This is confirmed by CT scan with a single point of 

obstruction noted in the ileum.  There is one, 3 cm, metastatic lesion in the liver.  There is no other 

evidence of metastatic disease on CT.  The patient was healthy prior to development of this cancer and 

continues to have a good functional status.  He is clinically stable without evidence of perforation or 

ischemic bowel or other pathology that would require emergent operative management.   

1. Would you offer this patient an operation for management of his small bowel obstruction? 

• Yes 

• No 

• If no, why not: _______________________________________________________ 

 

2. If the patient had multiple hepatic metastases, would you offer this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

3. If the patient had pulmonary metastases in addition to his hepatic metastasis, would you offer 

this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

4. If the patient’s disease-free interval was 12 months, would you offer this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

5. If his primary disease was pancreatic adenocarcinoma and he had previously undergone 

pancreaticoduodenectomy, would you offer this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

6. If the patient had evidence of limited omental implants on this CT, would you offer this patient 

an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 
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A 45 year old female with epithelial ovarian cancer underwent optimal debulking followed by adjuvant 

chemotherapy 3 years ago.  She has been followed closely with no evidence of disease noted on her 

most recent surveillance imaging 5 months ago.  She now presents with a complete small bowel 

obstruction confirmed by CT.  There is one area on imaging that demonstrate narrowed bowel related to 

carcinomatosis, in addition to evidence of limited peritoneal implants.  There is no other evidence of 

metastatic disease, although there is a mild amount of ascites present.  The patient was healthy prior to 

development of ovarian cancer and continues to have a good functional status.  She is clinically stable 

without evidence of perforation or ischemic bowel or other pathology that would require emergent 

operative management.   

7. Would you offer this patient an operation for management of her small bowel obstruction? 

• Yes 

• No 

• If no, why not: _______________________________________________________ 

 

8. If the patient had no ascites on CT scan, would you offer this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

9. If the patient had more than one area of narrowed bowel on CT, would you offer this patient an 

operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

10. If the patient was operated on 9 months ago for a separate malignant bowel obstruction, would 

you offer this patient a second operation at this time? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

11. If the patient’s disease-free interval was 9 months, would you offer this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

12. If her primary disease was metastatic melanoma and this was the first known occurrence of 

peritoneal disease, would you offer this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 
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A 62 year old female underwent a 20 cm ileal resection 3 years ago for an isolated mesenteric mass.  

Final pathology revealed a carcinoid tumor.  She has been followed closely with no evidence of disease 

noted on her most recent surveillance imaging 6 months ago.  She now presents, 4 years following 

resection, with a complete small bowel obstruction.  CT shows a single site of obstruction in her jejunum 

secondary to an unresectable central mesenteric mass.  The patient was healthy prior to development 

of this cancer and continues to have a good functional status.  She is clinically stable without evidence of 

perforation or ischemic bowel or other pathology that would require emergent operative management.   

13. Would you offer this patient an operation for management of his small bowel obstruction? 

• Yes 

• No 

• If no, why not: _______________________________________________________ 

 

14. If the patient had been diagnosed with 3 hepatic metastases 12 months ago and was started on 

octreotide without progression of her hepatic lesions, would you offer this patient an 

operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

15. If the patient was operated on 8 months ago for a separate malignant bowel obstruction, would 

you offer this patient a second operation at this time? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

16. If the patient’s disease-free interval was 1 year and she had evidence of disease progression 

despite exhausting medical treatment options, would you offer this patient an operation? 

• Yes 

• No 

 

17. If the patient had 2 locations of obstruction noted on CT scan, would you offer this patient an 

operation? 

• Yes 

• No 
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